March 16th
12:40 – Schatz’ Katz’ vs. Warriors
1:30 – Dima’s Demons vs. B-Ball Stance

March 21st
12:40 - Badunkadonks vs. B.Q.E
1:30 – Run the Tables vs Armada

March 23rd
12:40 – A-Squad vs. B-Ball Stance
1:30 – Goon Squad vs. Warriors

March 28th
12:40 – Schatz’ Katz’ vs. Armada
1:30 – Dima’s Demons vs. B.Q.E.

April 4th
12:40 – Badunkadonks vs. B-Ball Stance
1:30 – Run the Tables vs. Warriors

April 6th
12:40 - Goon Squad vs. Schatz’ Katz’
1:30 – A-Squad vs. Dima’s Demons

April 25th
12:40 – Armada vs. Goon Squad
1:30 – B.Q.E. – A-Squad

April 27th
12:40 – Schatz’ Katz’ vs. Run the Tables
1:30 – Dima’s Demons vs. Badunkadonks

May 2nd
12:40 – A-Squad vs. Badunkadonks
1:30 Run the Tables vs. Goon Squad

May 4th
12:40 – Warriors vs. Armada
1:30 – B-Ball Stance vs. B.Q.E.

May 9th – Semifinals
12:40 – Atlantic Division (1) vs. Pacific Division (2)
1:30 – Pacific Division (1) vs. Atlantic Division (2)

May 11th
1:00 p.m. – INTRAMURAL FINALS

All participants must check in with scorer’s table 5 minutes before the game
Teams must wear same color t-shirts
No Shot Clock
Mercy Rule will be at the discretion of the Commissioner
Technical fouls may be grounds for suspension
Captains are responsible for all player’s behavior

Each half will be 15 minutes running time, with clock stoppage on foul shots, and the last 2 minutes of each half
Each team will have 2 timeouts per game (No Media Timeouts)
NCAA Rules Apply (5 fouls per players, 1+1 on 7 fouls, etc)